We describe a new program for ab initio frameshift detection in protein-coding nucleotide sequences. The task is to distinguish the same strand overlapping ORFs that occur in the sequence due to a presence of a frameshifted gene from the same strand overlapping ORFs that encompass true overlapping or adjacent genes. The GeneTack program uses a hidden Markov model (HMM) of genomic sequence with possibly frameshifted protein-coding regions. The Viterbi algorithm finds the maximum likelihood path that discriminates between true adjacent genes and those adjacent protein-coding regions that just appear to be separate entities due to frameshifts. Therefore, the program can identify spurious predictions made by a conventional gene-finding program misled by a frameshift. We tested GeneTack as well as two earlier developed programs FrameD and FSFind on 17 prokaryotic genomes with frameshifts introduced randomly into known genes. We observed that the average frameshift prediction accuracy of GeneTack, in terms of (Sn+Sp)/2 values, was higher by a significant margin than the accuracy of two other programs. In addition, we observed that the average accuracy of GeneTack is favorably compared with the accuracy of the FSFind-BLAST program that uses protein database search to verify predicted frameshifts, even though GeneTack does not use external evidence. GeneTack is freely available at http://topaz.gatech.edu/GeneTack/.
Introduction
Analysis of the complete genome sequences available in public databases (such as NCBI) revealed that some protein-coding regions contain frameshifts, i.e. changing frame of reading the genetic code. The sequence behind the frameshifted genes could be either entirely correct, thus, the frameshift appears to be a consequence of mutation, or the sequence may contain a sequencing error.
Frameshifts due to mutations are of special interest. Programmed ribosomal frameshifts 1 belong to a category of translational recoding events annotated in the RECODE database. 2 With tRNA slippage (relocation) from codons in the initial frame into overlapping codons in the alternative frame, the ribosome changes the reading frame, producing a protein encoded by overlapping ORFs. 1 Such frameshifts play regulatory roles in gene expression and are usually flanked by signaling sequences. Sequencing error-induced frameshifts are of significant interest as well. A volume of genomic data is increasing dramatically with advent of nextgeneration sequencing technologies (454, 3 Illumina, 4 \ SOLiD 5 ). Still, the assembly of a huge mass of short sequence reads may result in less homogeneous sequence coverage and higher rate of sequence errors than at a time of "slow sequencing". Errors of insertion or deletion type that occur inside protein-coding regions lead to frameshifts (unless the indel size is a multiple of three) and to erroneous gene prediction. It is highly desirable to detect frameshifts early and to correct predicted errors before genome sequence release. Programs 6-8 developed to identify programmed frameshifts rely on the signaling sequences and do not accurately identify frameshifts related to sequence errors. Several programs have been developed to detect frameshifts of both kinds: natural ones as well as frameshifts due to sequencing errors. These programs can be divided into two groups with respect to the approach they use: (i) those based on comparative genomics (similarity search), and (ii) those based on single sequence (ab initio). Similarity search-based programs 9-14 use translation of concatenated ORFs located in the same DNA strand as a query for a protein database search. The search may identify a database protein with statistically significant similarity region (a hit) that overlaps the junction in the "chimeric" query. Such an outcome indicates either a frameshift or naturally occurred events of gene fusion or gene fission occurred in evolution. To discriminate between these events, further analysis of conservation of the protein primary structures in multiple species is required. The similarity-based methods have a clear limitation: it is impossible to detect frameshifts in genes of orphan proteins that do not have known homologs. Here, we present a new algorithm and the program for ab initio frameshift detection in nucleotide sequences containing intronless genes (prokaryotic genomes, metagenomes, phage genomes, EST sequences). The GeneTack program (tack -a zigzag movement) is designed to run on a DNA fragment with all genes located in the same strand. To analyze the whole genome, we use a combination program, GeneTack-GM, a wrapper around GeneTack utilizing earlier developed program GeneMarkS 18 (GM) which makes a parse of the whole new genome into fragments with collinear genes. It should be noted that GeneTack predicts both types of frameshifts: natural and error-related. However, in the case of a natural frameshift, the GeneTack predictions may not be as effective as ones made by a specialized program since GeneTack does not use information about signaling sequences.
GeneTack Algorithm
The problem of predicting protein-coding regions has been successfully solved by the algorithms employing hidden Markov models (HMMs) [18] [19] [20] . Some of these algorithms include provisions for finding frameshifts (EcoParse, 21 EasyGene,
22
FrameD 16 ). The accuracy of frameshift finding by these programs was not systematically assessed. The logic of the GeneTack algorithm is as follows. The program takes as an input a fragment of a genomic sequence containing collinear genes in the direct strand. Such fragments could be selected based on gene predictions by GeneMarkS. Assuming that the frameshift may result in prediction of two (overlapping or not) adjacent genes located in the same strand, we designed GeneTack to discriminate between correctly predicted ingenious adjacent genes and those adjacent genes that are predicted due to a sequence error and a split of a single gene by a frameshift.
The algorithm uses a probabilistic model (HMM) that allows for three alternative scenarios: presence of true overlapping genes, true non-overlapping adjacent genes, and adjacent genes (overlapping or not) predicted due to the presence of a frameshift (Fig. 1) . The HMM consists of 28 states divided into four groups (Table 1) : (i) states 1, 2 and 3 emit protein-coding sequence and correspond to the three possible "global" reading frames; (ii) the state denoted as "n/c" emits a non-coding sequence; (iii) six states designated as "i − j", where i, j = {1, 2, 3} and i = j, emit sequences where two adjacent genes overlap (here numbers i and j indicate the global frames of the upstream and downstream genes respectively); and (iv) 18 states emitting nucleotides of start and stop codons (shown as triangles and squares on the diagram).
Each hidden state emits a single nucleotide. The emission probability of a nucleotide X depends on the type of hidden state as well as the nucleotides emitted earlier. If this probability depends on s previous nucleotides then the probability of emission of a nucleotide X from a hidden state K, P k (X) is numerically equal to the value of transition probability for the order s Markov chain model: probabilities for the states 1, 2 and 3 (see Table 1 ). The maximum likelihood path through the HMM with respect to the given DNA sequence is determined by the Viterbi algorithm 24 This path makes a decoding of the DNA in terms of which nucleotide corresponds to which hidden state. Notably, the transitions between hidden states in the determined maximum likelihood path carry important information. Direct transitions between states 1, 2 and 3 correspond to frameshifts; transition between states 1, 2 and 3 through the "n/c" state(s) indicates a presence of non-overlapping adjacent genes; transition between states 1, 2 and 3 through "i − j" states indicates a presence of overlapping adjacent genes. The initial (terminal) hidden state in the analysis of the DNA fragments with collinear genes is supposed to be either "n/c" or "start" or "stop" state. Input for GeneTack program includes a file with genome-specific parameters of the HMM in Fig. 1 .
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GeneTack-GM Algorithm
For rather long genomic sequences where genes may reside in both strands, we need an initial run of the self-training GeneMarkS program 18 to estimate the GeneTack-GM parameters and to make a parse of the whole sequence into fragments with collinear genes. The logic of operations of GeneTack-GM running on a new genomic sequence is shown in Fig. 2 . The GeneMarkS program runs in several iterations to determine parameters of Markov chain models for protein-coding and non-coding regions 18 that will be used also in the GeneTack run. At the end of the training process, GeneMarkS defines the final set of predicted genes. Since GeneMarkS is not designed to recognize frameshifts, instead of a gene with a frameshift, a pair of adjacent genes in the same strand (overlapping or not) will be predicted. All sequence fragments that contain collinear genes predicted by GeneMarkS may contain a frameshift. The output of GeneMarkS is used to split the genomic sequence into genomic fragments (Fig 2(b) ) that carry collinear genes augmented by non-coding flanks on both sides (500 nt or less)
. It is convenient to analyze sequences with gene in direct strand, therefore, reverse complements are used if the original fragments contain genes in complementary strand. Further, the GeneTack program is applied to each fragment to identify possible frameshifts. Finally, to reduce the number of false positive predictions, we apply several filters ( Fig. 2(c) ). The decision rules and parameters of the filters were determined from the results of the analysis of GeneTack-GM predictions for the E. coli genome with artificially introduced frameshifts. The predicted frameshifts possessing the following features were discarded:
(A) in the sequences carrying predicted non-overlapping gene pairs:
• if the gap (an intergenic region) between genes is less than 2 nt;
• if there is a stop codon in the upstream region (the gap length + 20 nt) to the start codon of the downstream gene (in the same frame); • if the score of the RBS for the downstream gene is larger than 1.0; (B) in the sequences carrying predicted overlapping gene pairs:
• if the overlap region length is shorter than 8 nt;
• if the score of the RBS for the downstream gene is larger than 2.2; (C) in the sequences from both A/ and B/ classes -if the predicted frameshift location is closer than 50 nt to a border of the coding region.
Our analysis has shown that the indicated values of parameters produce sufficiently accurate results for genomes with various GC content (see below).
Parameter estimation
Emission probabilities for the states 1, 2, 3 and "n/c", the coding and non-coding states, are defined in the run of GeneMarkS. To compile a standard training set for estimation of emission probabilities for overlapping regions is difficult since overlaps longer than 1 nt and 4 nt are rare in real genomic sequences. To overcome this difficulty we used the following heuristic model that uses emission probabilities of nucleotides defined for non-overlapping coding states. Presence of two overlapping genetic codes reduces probability of accumulating so-called neutral mutations (usually mutations in the third position of codon) because the mutation would also touch either the 1st or the 2nd position of a codon in another gene. In the model for the gene overlapping states, the first and the second positions of a codon are considered as the "strong" ones and the third position as the "weak" one. We assume that in an overlapping region strong codon positions dominate weak positions, i.e. if the first (strong) position of the upstream gene overlaps the third (weak) position of the downstream gene, the emission probabilities typical for the first position will be used. Note that two weak positions never overlap. If two strong positions overlap (for example, the 2nd position of upstream gene and 1st position of downstream gene) then an emission probability, F 12 , is calculated as an average between two "strong" probability values:
where α is a nucleotide, prefix is a string of upstream letters with the length equal to the order of the Markov chain model of the coding region, F 1 and F 2 
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are probabilities of nucleotide emission from a coding state for the first and second codon positions, respectively. This heuristic approach is illustrated in Table 2 .
Another important group of the HMM parameters are transition probabilities between hidden states. The sum of probabilities of all outgoing transitions for each state must be equal to one. Since the GeneTack HMM is symmetrical, only two transition probabilities are needed to be defined: probability of transition between coding states (p), and probability of transition to the start codon (Fig. 3) . As mentioned above, a frameshift is predicted if a direct transition between coding states does occur. Therefore, the value of this probability can be interpreted as a probability of a frameshift. The value of p should be different for different genomes because frequency of sequence errors depends on the sequencing method. The default value of parameter p = 0.0006 was chosen to minimize the frameshift prediction errors in experiments with the E. coli genomic sequences. Although we expect this value to be different for other genomes, the difference is apparently very small, given the comparable to the E. coli case figures of frameshift prediction accuracy in other genomes where we have used the same value p (see below).
Probability of return (i.e. transition from a state to itself) for a coding state is 1 − 2p (Fig. 3 ). All around, there are ten circular transition probabilities defined for the three coding states, the n/c state and the overlap states. In the current implementation all of them have the same values. Notably, each coding state has two more probabilities, the ones that control transition to the stop state of the same frame and the start state of the overlapping downstream gene. These transition probabilities are sequence-dependent; the transition probabilities are equal to zero in each position in a sequence which does not complete a start or stop codon triplet. For example, with a sequence NNTGA and T in the first position of a codon, emission of the A is made from a "stop" state upon transition from preceding coding state with probability one. Upon approaching a possible start codon, transition probability 0.0001 to start codon (0.001 for high GC genomes, see below) is used.
High-GC genomes
To analyze genomes with high GC content, we have made two modifications. First, for genomes with GC content higher than 65%, instead of 0.0001, we use 0.001 as the sequence-dependent transition probability to a start codon state. This choice reduces the number of false positive predictions in high-GC genome where the frequency of AT reach triplets such as start (as well as stop) codons is lower than in low-and mid-GC genomes. The lower (0.0001) value of transition probability to start codon makes less likely prediction of gene overlap and forces the program to make frameshift predictions more frequently. Second, we have observed that for high-GC genomes the parse of a genome into segments with collinear genes, as predicted by GeneMarkS, does not deliver all the candidates for frameshift detection. In some cases, a gene split by a frameshift is interpreted by the GeneMarkS program not as a pair of genes in the same strand but, surprisingly, as a pair of genes in different strands (Fig. 4) .
This misinterpretation is explained as follows. First, in a gene in a high-GC genome the third position of a codon is occupied by C or G nucleotides in 80-90% of cases. Thus, the reading frame in the complementary strand which mirrors the reading from of a true gene has a strong three-periodicity of C and G as well. Second, with diminished frequency of stop codons, we observe long ORFs that occur by chance; an appearance of such ORF in the mirror frame in the complementary strand makes it a candidate for false positive gene prediction. Third, interruption of the true gene by a frameshift does not preclude an initial reading frame from continuation to a significant distance (100-200 nucleotides) until the stop codon type triplet would occur at random. Since a coding potential exists only in a true coding section of this elongated ORF it can be omitted by the Viterbi algorithm in favor of the shorter but actually non-coding ORF with low coding potential located in the complementary strand. Thus, the pair of genes predicted in the place of a gene with frameshift turns out to be not a collinear gene pair; moreover, one of the predicted genes has no coding region at all. This frameshift-related prediction of a gene in a wrong strand poses a problem. Now, the parse of a sequence will split the pair of coding regions originated from a gene with the frameshift into separate fragments and make the frameshift detection impossible (Fig. 2(b) ). Such outcomes result in a drop in Sensitivity value observed in the computational modeling. Fig. 4 . An example of the GeneMarkS gene prediction for a gene with simulated frameshift in a high-GC genome. The figure shows the coding potentials in all six frames as determined by the GeneMark program 23 Black bars on the horizontal axis indicate predicted genes. A frameshift was introduced at position 1848 in the gene on direct strand. There is a clear jump of coding potential from frame 3 to frame 1 at the location where the frameshift was introduced. However, there is a gene predicted in frame 2 on the opposite strand. Such artifacts are corrected by the modification in GeneTack-GM for high GC genomes as described in the text.
To deal with the problem we have modified the parsing procedure for high-GC content genomes. We use the output of the GeneMark program 23 to calculate an average coding potential for each gene predicted by GeneMarkS. If an average coding potential for a predicted gene is less than 0.4 while it is larger than 0.6 for an ORF in the opposite strand, we reassign the predicted strand of a gene. This reassignment effectively elongates the upstream part of the fragment with collinear genes and thus includes the earlier missed position of a potential frameshift into the sequence fragment for the GeneTack analysis.
Results
Datasets
The accuracy of the GeneTack-GM predictions was assessed on 17 prokaryotic genomes with GC content ranging from 28% to 75% (E. coli genome used to estimate program parameters is not included in the dataset in order keep training and test datasets separate). From this set, we generated datasets to test program performance at different gene length ranges. Dataset 1000 included 17 genomes with frameshifts simulated in 400 genes longer 1000 nt. Dataset 600 1000 included 17 genomes with frameshifts simulated in 200 genes with length ranges from 600 to 1000 nt.
In both datasets frameshifts were simulated by insertion of a single nucleotide into a randomly selected gene at a random position located at a distance of at least 180 nt (dataset 1000) or 100 nt (dataset 600 1000) from either gene end. The accuracy of the frameshift detection for the case when a frameshift was located closer than 100 nt to one of the gene borders was studied separately (see below).
GeneTack-GM performance; comparison with other programs
GeneTack-GM as well as two earlier developed frameshift prediction programs, FrameD 16 and FSFind, 17 were applied to both dataset 1000 and dataset 600 1000.
Coordinates of predicted frameshifts were compared with precisely known coordinates of simulated frameshifts. A predicted frameshift was considered as a true positive (TP) if it was located not farther away than 50 nt from the real frameshift, otherwise prediction was considered as false positive (FP). A simulated frameshift was classified as "not found", a false negative (FN) prediction case, if no predicted frameshifts were reported in the 50 nt vicinity of the simulated frameshift. Program performance was characterized by conventional characteristics Sensitivity (Sn) and Specificity (Sp). The value of Sn is defined with respect to the actual number of simulated frameshifts and the value of Sp is defined with respect to the number of predictions made:
To compare the GeneTack performance with the performance of the FrameD program genomic sequences with artificial errors were submitted to the FrameD web server (http://bioinfo.genotoul.fr/apps/FrameD/FDM.pl) for model generation. The models were used in a local copy of the FrameD program. The FSFind program was installed and run on the local server. For all 17 genomes in dataset 1000, GeneTack-GM has shown better average values of (Sn+Sp)/2 than FrameD and FSFind (run in ab initio mode) with margins of 9.4% and 9.1%, respectively (Table 3) . Notably, every genome in the test set could contain additional inherent frameshifts. For instance, the E. coli genome contains 33 annotated programmed frameshifts. Since we could not know the locations of additional frameshifts, we considered the frameshifts predicted in the locations not coinciding with the artificial frameshifts as false positive for all programs. Therefore, the actual performance of each tested program could be even better in terms of Specificity than it appears in Table 3 . Additional comparison was done with the FSFind program running in the mode of verification of predicted frameshifts via BLAST analysis by search for similarity to tentative translations of frameshifted genes 17 in the nr database. This step improves the Sp value. Still, the overall average (Sn+Sp)/2 on 17 genomes is not as high as we have observed for GeneTack run in the purely ab initio mode ( Table 3 ). The data on program performances on dataset 600 1000 are shown in Suppl. Table 1 . It indicates that performance of the same set of program, though reduced, is ranked in the same way. Specifically, the observed (Sn+Sp)/2 values are 66.2%, 60.3%, 56.3% and 64.1% for GeneTack, FrameD, FSFind and FsFind-BLAST, respectively.
Discussion
Can GeneTack predict programmed frameshifts?
We applied GeneTack to the 23 DNA sequences, from 19 different species, retrieved from the RECODE database 2 containing +1 and −1 annotated programmed frameshifts. GeneTack successfully predicted annotated frameshifts in 18 sequences. The five sequences where GeneTack did not predict frameshifts had in fact no frameshifts on DNA level; in all five cases the coding region lengths were multiples of three. Notably, the notion of a frameshift was used by the authors 2 in a general sense: shifting the reading frame in the process of translation. In these five cases the ribosome could either translate a gene from start to end or, under certain conditions, the ribosome could change the frame at a certain point and quickly get to a stop codon. This type of translation regulation has been experimentally observed and was documented in RECODE. This case study indicates that GeneTack can be used in a pipeline for prediction of programmed frameshifts. The pipeline could also contain filters to decrease the number of false positives by checking for presence of signal sequences in the vicinity of programmed frameshifts.
Insensitivity zones
It is difficult to detect frameshifts located close to the gene start or end. Thus, we have defined two insensitivity zones for GeneTack at the borders of a gene. To determine the characteristic length of the insensitivity zone (expected be of about the same size at both ends), we conducted the test on individual genes flanked by 500 nt of non-coding sequence and with frameshifts introduced at a distance from the gene border ranging with step 5 nt from 1 to 200 nt. The analysis was done for 400 genes from the E. coli genome longer than 1000 nt (Fig. 5) . It is seen that GeneTack correctly detects frameshifts with offset 60 nt from the gene end in ∼50% of genes and frameshifts with offset 75 nt from the gene start also in ∼50% of genes. The accuracy increases steadily as the offset grows and at 180 nt the performance reaches saturation (>90%). The length of 180 nt was chosen as the minimal distance for a simulated frameshift from the gene borders in the accuracy tests described above.
We observed (Fig. 5) that GeneTack is able to detect frameshifts located close to the gene end better than the ones simulated in the beginning of a gene. The observation can be explained as follows. We need to show that it is easier to predict adjacent genes (overlapping or not) if a frameshift is located at a given distance downstream from a true start of a gene than if a frameshift is located at the same distance upstream to the gene end. We have to consider the expected distance L s from a frameshift down to the random stop codon forming the short upstream gene in the adjacent gene pair in the "start" case. On the other hand, we have to consider the expected distance L e from a frameshift up to the random start codon forming the downstream gene in the gene pair in the "end" case. Obviously, with three stop codons and one (two) start(s) in the genetic code, L s is smaller than L e . Therefore, in the "start" case a larger part of a short gene in the gene pair will be occupied by the true coding region. Thus, the chance of predicting the short gene making the gene pair (hence no frameshift) is larger in the "start" case.
Filters effectiveness
We have assessed a filter's performance by the percentage of eliminated false positive predictions and the percentage of true positive predictions it keeps in the list. These values were calculated for each of the 17 genomes from the dataset 1000 plus E. coli genome (Fig. 6) . On average, the filters remove 72% of false positives and keep 91% of true positives initially predicted by GeneTack (Fig. 6(b) ). At the same time filters have different effectiveness for different genomes.
One of the reasons for the variability in effectiveness is that the same filter parameters, optimized for Escherichia coli genome, are used for genomes with different GC content. In the future improvement of GeneTack we have to make filter parameters dependent on genome GC content.
Also, the level of conservation of the RBS site is variable between genomes. There are two filters, ovlp rbs and ajd rbs (Fig. 2(c) ), that rely on the RBS score determined by GeneMarkS; these two filters do not work efficiently for genomes with weak RBS. For example, for Pyrobaculum aerophilum, the species that has a weak RBS for genes inside operons and no RBS at all for the first genes in operons due to the use of leaderless transcripts, GeneTack-GM predicts the largest number of false positive frameshifts, with only 49% of false positives filtered out. Similarly, these two filters work poorly for Archaeoglobus fulgidus with adj rbs filtering out 26 FP and 10 TP. In contrast, for Thermococcus kodakaraensis and Thermotoga maritime, the ovlp rbs and ajd rbs filters remove more than 84% of false positive predictions. Together, these two filters eliminate 217 false positives and 16 true positives frameshifts for Thermococcus kodakaraensis and 286 false positives and 19 true positives for Thermotoga maritime.
The GeneTack-GM program can be adapted for analysis of other genomic sequences with intronless genes, such as metagenomic sequences as well as EST sequences. For metagenomic sequences GeneTack-GM can use the heuristic models 19 that allow for quite accurate gene prediction in short sequences, i.e.
without a knowledge of full genomic context for estimating parameters of the three-periodic Markov chain model of the coding region. For the EST sequences that belong to one and the same species, the training procedure of GeneMarkS has been modified to account for the Kozak pattern at the gene start (TerHovhannisyan & Lomsadze, unpublished). The models thus derived in the training on the sequenced transcripts (EST) can be immediately used to run GeneTack to detect the frameshifts. Note that alignment of EST sequences to genomic sequence helps to correct majority of frameshifts. Still, the genome projects that focus on sequencing EST only will benefit from using GeneTack-GM to correct the gene and protein predictions.
